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Introduction To IMeye.
Hello and thanks for requesting our report!
If you do any sort of business online... whether it be E-commerce, Pay Per Click, CPA, Clickbank marketing or anything else,
then this revolutionary tool has the potential to multiple your income may times over.
We spent over $100,000 creating it and temporarily recruited a work force of 120 researchers in order to make this dream
a reality... and when you see IMeye in action, the lengths that we've gone to create something completely 'gamechanging'
will be overwhelmingly evident.
...But what exactly is "IMeye"? And what does it do?
Well, as you will have probably seen in our introductory video, IMeye is a unique & super-advanced tool that uncovers
massively profitable markets, niches and opportunities by making keyword research smart... in other words, it doesn't rely
on YOU to accidentally find them.
It works in a COMPLETELY different way to other popular tools like Keyword Spy, Spyfu, Market Samurai & Keyword Elite
because in this case we have used a proprietary method of gathering the BEST keywords out there, doing all the analysis
and research on them and then storing them in a HUGE database ready for your use.
What this means is that almost all the tiresome research work that you will have been subjected to whilst using other
people's services is now completely eliminated... and from now on, with a push of a button, you'll be able to give yourself
a MASSIVE advantage over other internet marketers.
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For instance, you will be able to use IMeye to:

Rake in tons of cash by identifying the highest paying Adsense markets and then being shown targeted low
competition keywords phrases that you can dominate on Google almost immediately.
Pin point super-profitable ecommerce niches that have minimal competition but have the potential to do
millions of dollar in sales.
Find high volume keywords which are just 5 cents a click on Google so you can drive tens of thousands of
interested prospects to high converting Affiliate offers.
Get access to VAST sources of untapped traffic that you could use for any number of affiliate or online
marketing projects!
...and that is literally just a start.
It's almost impossible to describe in words how powerful IMeye is and how much money you could make from using it;
However, in this short report I'm going to show you four simple ways in which you can take advantage of its features to
begin making money with both Affiliate Marketing and E-Commerce.
There's no theory or fluff here... just straight to the point, step by step examples.
So let's get to it...!
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Example 1.
Using IMeye to quickly build a highly profitable Adsense empire...
Firstly, I would go to IMeye, open up a new project and use the following parameters:


I would set the 'monthly searches' to a minimum of 50,000



I would set the number of 'competing pages' to a maximum of 25,000

Then, I would click the 'High CPC' Tab to place the search terms with the highest CPC (cost-per-click on Google Adwords) at
the top of the given results. After doing this, IMeye gives me hundreds of keyword phrases, the top of which is this:

The keyword phrase 'Atlanta Auto Insurance' has nearly 100,000 searches a month, only 15,200 competing pages and a
high 'cost per click' of $31.93.
This means that if I set up a website on Atlanta Auto Insurance, and had the top paying Adsense ads shown on it, Google
would pay me 50% of the $31.93 that the advertiser is paying them for each click. For one click, that's quite a lot of
money!
So to go ahead and actually do this, I would quickly set up a blog at Blogger.com to target this keyword on Google. (Our
research shows that overall Blogger.com blogs rank MUCH better than any other Web 2.0 sites).
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In addition, I would add a review of a high paying CPA offer in the Auto Insurance Niche to the blog to generate some
additional revenue. Something like this one from CX Digital Media which pays out $10.50 for each lead generated:

I would also make this CPA offer open in a 'new window'... so if the person clicked on it, and didn't complete the action
required, hopefully they would close the page down and then click on an Google ad.
Then, I would try and get the blog ranked at the top of the search engines which wouldn't be overly difficult with just
15,200 competing pages.
And if say, I did get it onto the first page in a couple of weeks with some smart link building and as a result was able to
generate 200 visitors per day, and 5% of those visitors took some sort of action on the page, (whether it be sign up for
insure for less or click an ad), that would be a total of 10 actions at an average of roughly $13/action... which would mean
$130 earned each day.
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Obviously you would then replicate this entire process for other keywords found within IMeye, of which there are
millions!

Example 2.
Hand Picking Highly Profitable Ecommerce Niches...
In this example, I'm going to show you how to pin point super-profitable E-commerce niches that have minimal
competition but have the potential to do millions of dollar in sales.
Firstly, I would go to IMeye, open up a new project and use the following parameters:


I would set the 'monthly searches' to a minimum of 20,000



I would set the number of 'competing pages' to a maximum of 25,000

I would then click the 'Ecommerce tab' so it would bring up all the keywords that currently have physical items being sold
for them and then scan the list for markets that I could target.
On the next page you can see a screenshot of first page of results, (there are over 50 pages of results in this case) in order
of monthly searches. I've obviously blocked some of the results because it would be unfair to soon to be IMeye owners.
However, as you can see below, I have revealed a couple of keywords that could be easily targeted.. and these are 'radio
controlled aeroplanes' and 'baby nursery decoration'.
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In both these cases, the traffic is nothing short of immense and the competition exceptionally low... so it would be very
easy to rank for these keywords on Google... and if you did manage to get into the top ten, (which frankly wouldn't require
that much work), the traffic and profits could potentially be extremely high indeed.
Here's the screenshot from IMeye...
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The next stage would be to set up an ecommerce website, (you'll have the chance to get your hands on a push button tool
that builds them for you once you are through the IMeye doors)... then find a dropshipper that deals in radio controlled
planes... like here: http://www.1wholesaler.com/wholesale-home/ProductList.aspx?SubCatID=9 . Then you would start
selling them and making money.
...And remember, this is just one keyword and one market.. there are THOUSANDS of similar keywords and opportunities
within IMeye!

Example 3.
Using IMeye To Create A Pay-Per-Click Campaign Promoting a Tattoo Product On The Clickbank Marketplace...
Say, I found a great product within the Clickbank marketplace that I wanted to promote using Pay-Per-Click. As a random
example, let's choose the tattoo market, and a top selling product called 'Tattoo Me Now'.

Here's what I would do within IMeye to find high volume, but low cost targeted keywords that I could bid under to get the
maximum traffic to either the sales page or my landing page.
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Firstly, I would select the affiliate category ' tattoos' as you can see below.
Then I would set the minimum monthly searches as 5000.
I would also select the 'Low CPC' tab and arrange it so the keywords with the lowest cost are shown first.
...and you can see the results below:
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Again, to be fair to IMeye buyers, I've hidden some of the best keywords. However, you can see 6 really good examples of
keywords which get HUGE monthly search volume but cost very little to bid on within Google Adwords.
The next stage would be to set up an affiliate campaign following the instructions in Commission Blueprint( again, you'll
have the chance to see these instructions once you're in IMeye), create optimized pages for each of these keywords, set
up and start the Adwords campaign and begin making money.
Remember, this is just for tattoos... there are so many other markets that you could do the same thing with... weight loss,
make money online, golf etc ... and if I told you that IMeye currently contains over 1,000,000 keywords and counting I'm
sure you'll see the possibilities are endless..!

Example 4.
This last example is also Affiliate marketing related and demonstrates how to use IMeye to make money with a CPA offer.
If for instance, I had set up a landing page to promote an Acai berry CPA offer and wanted to find keywords to submit to a
PPV network (pay-per-view), what I would do in this case would be to do an actual 'keyword search' rather than a category
search like in the last example. (obviously 'Acai' is not a category on its own).
The way I would do this is do a search within IMeye like this:
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Then, after the results had appeared, I would enter in the following parameters:
Monthly searchers more than 50,000 (as I want the highest volume keywords to get the most traffic)... and then I would
leave everything else as it is.
Remember, the idea, here is to get the highest volume keywords for a PPV campaign with the intention of getting the
maximum traffic possible.
You can see the table on the next page...

All I would do now would be to copy these words, upload them into my Media Traffic, Traffic Vance account... or what
ever PPV network I was using. Then enter in my landing page and activate the campaign. The traffic would be insane.
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Conclusion.
I really hope that by reading through these brief examples you can begin to see the power of IMeye. It can do so much
more than what I have described in these 12 pages and by using combinations of all its features, making money online will
almost certainly become a WHOLE lot easier for you.
As I have said, there are already 1 million keywords in the system so far with a further million being added continually
each month. What this means is that new opportunities are going to be appearing all the time and all you need to do is
choose which ones compliment your area of expertise and will be the easiest for you to implement... and then start
making money. Remember, you must take action on this now as in a few days we are raising the price by almost 50%.
You'll be able to get access to IMeye through this link at 12pm EST on the 8th April 2010:

Click HERE ==> http://www.IMeye.org
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